
 

 

Competition for research funding continues to rise, 

globally. Yet research offices and research administrators 

are being pressed to do more for their researchers with 

less resources. Researchers and research administrators 

need a platform that identifies new funding resources and 

potential collaborators while offering insights and short-

cuts to help research organisations win a larger share of 

available funding.  

Pivot-RP unifies Pivot® and Research Professional in one 

platform, bringing together the most trusted funding 

awareness solutions for hundreds of the world’s leading 

research institutions. 

Pivot-RP provides a highly customisable interface allowing 

seamless integration with institutional branding as well as 

the ability to promote other research office services and 

guide users to additional resources. 

Pivot-RP Essentials  

• Access the broadest global coverage of available funding 

opportunities in a single, editorially curated database    

• Discover tens of thousands of funding opportunities 

worth billions of dollars from across the widest variety of 

funding types  

• Track and share funding opportunities with colleagues, 

get alerts and updates on deadlines and other significant 

changes  

• Enable the Pivot-RP Funding Advisor that automatically 

recommends funding based on a researcher’s specific 

profile 

• Locate potential collaborators from within and outside 

your institution across millions of scholarly profiles  

• Include internal funding opportunities to promote 

additional funding available for your institution 

 • Communicate effectively and efficiently across your 

organisation with built-in groups, recurring newsletters, 

and many features to share funding information  

• Search thousands of conferences requesting “call for 

papers” to present and publish with the built-in 

Conferences and Papers Invited database 

Extensive Reports and Analytics 

Use the advanced reporting features in Pivot-RP to share funding 

information, generate a variety of reports, track individual usage 

activity, and demonstrate the value of the service.   

Global News and Intelligence 

Researchers need trusted intelligence for making better 

decisions.  Research Professional News provides timely and 

trusted information focused on research policy, research funding 

and higher education around the world. 

Funding Insight  

Inform your strategies with our searchable database of more 

than 3 million previously awarded grants, across dozens of 

international global funders and growing.  

Seamless Partner Integration 

Integrate seamlessly with tools like ORCID, InfoReady, and more 

to streamline researchers’ workflows.   

World Class Support 

Pivot-RP is backed by a world class, geographically distributed, 

support team. Get help for administrators and end-users, 

including via live Chat.  Take advantage of an extensive online 

knowledge centre, on-demand training, and other resources. 

Pivot-RP helps you find the right funding and 

partners to accelerate your research 

Learn more and get in touch with us:   

www.exlibrisgroup.com/pivot-rp 

 

 

http://www.exlibrisgroup.com/pivot-rp



